Glare Polish
First offI'm not usually impressed by any "advanced formula" hype. I hate listening to it, and it very
seldom if ever is true. This applies doubly to any cleaner or polish.
Now I will proceed to eat my words...
I heard about this polish from a friend of a friend. One day, with nothing to do, I looked them
up online and found that they took online orders. "Well", says I, "That's pretty convenient."
and proceeded to order a kit.
The kit consists of: wash soap, polish, vinyl treatment, spray polish and wheel cleaner. There
was also some tire dressing, but I don't use anything on my tires so it went to the back of the
garage.
My order was delivered in a timely manner, minus the bottle of polish. One call (lasting a total
of 2 minutes) later, the polish was sent. They covered the overnight shipping, which was a
nice touch.
This is where it gets all gushy and makes me feel like I'm peddling Ronco Turnip Twaddlers on
channel 84 at 3 AM.
My TBS hadn't been washed in almost 1000 miles. It was about 2 steps past the acceptable
filth level. I sprayed the wheel cleaner on and washed the whole bike with their soap. You
know what a pain spokes are, especially when you're getting your scottoiler dialed in... Well, I
didn't even have to use a brush on my rear wheel.
After some chamois work, I started polishing. There aren't enough superlatives to convey my
satisfaction with the results. No heavy rubbing, just gently polish it in until it's shiny. Now my
paint looks like it's wet. I kid you not! The tiny spiderweb scratches are gone, and it looks like
you could dip your finger into the black paint. I used it on all the chrome as well, and it even
made that look brighter! The vinyl treatment put a nice matte finish on my seat and pegs,
with absolutely zero slippery residue. I can't say enough good about these products, or their
customer service.
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